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THE
GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL
VOLUME 58

OCTOBER 1969

NUMBER I

CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN'S FAIR QUESTION
There are Saturdays even for Saturday's children that stay holidaybright in memory. Thus I remember the 21st of August 1965 in
Sacramento, California. It was the day of celebrating the forthcoming
renewal of Old Sacramento, the haunts near the Sacramento River
where venturesome men in the wake of the gold rush had pioneered
trade along the waters that flow southward and westward to San
Francisco Bay. The twentieth-century sacrament was to be the
spading of ancestral earth to signify a modern renaissance. The
ceremony was entrusted to the Chief Justice of the United States, then
visiting the state he had governed for three terms from 1943 until well
into 1953.
As my wife Madeleine and I, invited to participate in the occasion,
started out on the morning's ride from San Francisco to the capital
city, we looked up at the blue plains of the sky, clear of fog or smog,
and agreed that it was a great day for the country.
Even Californians accustomed to journeying through their
variegated land always see it anew, knowing that the state motto
Eureka, the exclamation of discovery, connotes also the challenge of
endless new findings. When Archimedes reportedly so exclaimed on
finding the principle of specific gravity, which came to be a test for
the purity of gold, he too must have understood that discovery marks
not the end but the beginning of exploration. Comparable
understanding, in an examination of principles of law as tests for the
purity of human behavior, must have come to a governor of
California in the turbulent war years and postwar years of the forties
and fifties as he explored the land that was to become in the sixties
the sixth most productive economy in the free world. Anyone who has
thus seen it with an explorer's eye, as Cabrillo must have seen it at
San Diego Bay in 1542, as Drake perhaps saw it near San Francisco
Bay in 1579, as Sutter saw it in the nineteenth century along the
Sacramento River, would know that there are no bounds to the vision
of a New World.
I
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So we mused, on that Saturday morning in 1965, beholding the
spillover of developing cities into the countryside. In the panorama of
dozing cows there were now bulldozers enough to demonstrate that
Plus ca change, plus ce n'est pas la meme chose. For better or worse,

there was drastic change. One country was becoming one city.
By luck, we encountered no delaying roadblocks in our path, and
the perpetual care accorded to highways speeded us to our destination.
The Capitol dome of Sacramento came into view in the state park
where trees and plants from all over the world are at home amid the
California redwoods, sequoia gigantea, sequoia sempervirens. We

arrived at the old Senator Hotel across the way in time for the
luncheon gathering of many townspeople to whom Chief Justice
Warren and his wife Nina were still friends and neighbors, home
again briefly from an extended stay in Washington. The dining room
took on the atmosphere of a hospitable home. As the Warrens
entered, it resounded with the welcomes of Hi, Governor and Hi,
Earl, and the greetings conveyed not only affection but as much
respect as the recurring salutation of Hi, Mr. Chief Justice. Some of
the Warren children were there, along with their contemporaries.
There was no generation gap in this circle of friends and family.
There were no way-of-thinking gaps. Old and young, staid and
venturesome, bridged differences with respect for diversity. There was
no mistaking the unity of their regard for the Chief Justice and his
family.
When the midday repast was over, we embarked on a new
journey. We were assigned to accompany the Chief Justice and his
wife in a horse-drawn stagecoach that would travel from the center of
town through long neglected streets to an ancient railroad station at
the heart of Old Town. This bit of pageantry might have been
theatrical in a reconstructed historical setting. It was not artifice in
Sacramento; it was of a piece with aged wooden houses, like the
Governor's mansion, that stood along modern traffic streets as
remnants of another bustling age.
The Warrens made themselves at home when they entered the
stagecoach, much as a family doctor and his wife would on their
rounds. We who sat opposite them recalled later what a handsome
couple they were, even more strikingly so than in earlier years. In
those times they brought to the responsibilities of demanding public
office and the upbringing of six children, not the superficial exuberance
that tends to settle down badly with time, but the equanimity that
lends gentleness to deepening lines of experience. Incessant furies the
Chief Justice had seen, but he had the untroubled visage of a man of
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good heart and good conscience. Nina Warren, always a notably
pretty woman, now had the striking beauty of one who has confronted
furies without fear and survived them without bitterness. With her
face framed in a picture hat, she was pretty as a picture and as
naturally gracious as only a woman can be whose grace is
independent of circumstances.
Once again it was evident that twelve years of absence had made
California hearts grow fonder than ever of the Warrens. The driver let
the horses proceed at a largo pace and there were frequent stops along
the festive route. Well-wishers happily called out greetings. At each
stop old acquaintances came up, their diffidence turning to delight
when they were instantly recognized by name and family. The long
past was only yesterday. "You're looking great, Governor," a
gardener came up to say. He hesitated a moment and then added
impulsively: "We're the same age, I know, but I'm going to keep at
the job and I hope you'll do the same." "You're looking great
yourself, Ed," was the genial response, "and let me tell you I expect
to keep at the job just as long as you." There was reassurance for
each in the heartfelt exchanige, as if all the things left unsaid about the
daily grind of spadework had suddenly been put in their place by the
spoken commitment to the productive job.
The horses started up again. The streets became meaner. Not so
the people, it was evident, to the Warrens. A fervent cry rang out,
from a woman with a child: "God bless you, Mr. Warren." It took
the Chief by surprise; he appeared as gladdened by the spontaneous
tribute as if he had received a princely accolade. It brought to mind
another occasion when I witnessed his response to placards screaming
attacks upon him. He managed a benevolent shrug, even a smile. He
would not be defeated by anonymous defamers; his fortitude allowed
no place for the weakness of anger.
Every town has its meanest street, inhabited by specters, the crazy
mirrors of a supposedly normal society. If you go along such a street
in slow motion, you become aware that even in the wreckage of
humanity the eyes still have it. When we approached, the street was a
still life. The scene could have been out of the nineteenth century or the
first. It could have been the dead end of any city or village. It could
have been the dead end of suburbia. It could have been the dark side
of the moon. It was a dirty sea of tranquillity.
Up to now our conveyance had seemed festive rather than strange.
It might have passed unnoticed had there been other traffic. There
was none. A sleeper in a doorway stirred. To the open windows of
rooming houses came faces of indeterminate age. There was a rumble
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of words that made no sense at a distance. Toward the end of the
block, a woman's voice was calling out: "Someone says it's the
Justice of the United States, believe it or not." A derelict roused
himself to wave with one or two others, opened his eyes wider,
bumbled out the word "justice." It was even here a champion eyeopener of a word.
The block was not a dead end after all. The horses stepped up
their pace as they came upon a clearing, with the old railroad station
in sight. Here again townspeople were awaiting the Governor, the
Chief Justice of the United States. Once again the occasion was like a
homecoming; old friends and acquaintances welcomed the Chief
Justice and his wife as if time had rolled back to their years in
California. Everyone was reminiscing about those years.
In my own mind were many happy recollections of the Warren era
in the state. It had been roughly a quarter of a century earlier, when
the Chief Justice was then Attorney General of California and I was a
professor of law at the University of California, that he telephoned
one day to ask that I serve part-time as a deputy attorney general in
the tax division. His concern was to serve the public interest by
augmenting the fairness of taxes and their administration. Following
this association, our paths often crossed in the public service of our
state. As Governor, he drew around him able men and women who
established easy lines of communication between the people and their
government. His gifted secretary, Helen MacGregor, a distinguished
graduate of the University of California law school, evinced the spirit
of the Warren administration in her office overlooking the state park.
She voiced some trepidation to a worldly lawyer over the task of
dealing with the formidable visitors who wheel in on public offices,
and expressed her astonishment at their wiles. He assured her that
their own astonishment was bound to be still greater on their
encountering a secretary who, though known for her skill with a
Mozart Sonata, was tone-deaf to the overtures of pressure groups.
Fairness, gentle but firm, marked the administration of Governor
Warren. It would mark also his administration as Chief Justice of the
United States; many a law clerk still recalls his constant question
about a legal solution: 'Is it fair?"
As such recollections came to mind, I noted that the Chief Justice
was characteristically easing the tasks of those about him. He took the
ceremonial spade and turned the earth to herald the renewal of Old
Town. Now he was about to take his place at the open-air rostrum in
the station yard to address the audience in the improvised bleachers.
Even a man of such good humor could hardly have been prepared for
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what happened next. A group of merrymakers who had attached
themselves to the ceremonies made merry with weapons that recalled
the days when every man was a law unto himself. The speaker of the
day observed the scene calmly, with the merest sign of sternness. The
effect was disarming. Almost deferentially the roisterers backed away.
All was not yet well. A lone wanderer, too small for his
paramilitary attire, advanced zigzag with a burro and took his stance
alongside the Chief Justice. Thereupon the newcomer started to
ramble, stopped, and started up again. The audience grew restless, but
no one advanced to lead away the intruder and his burro. The Chief
Justice heard him out for another sentence or two and then leaned
over amiably and stage-whispered: "I do believe you'd like to make a
speech, and I think you ought to do it. What say you?" Suddenly
abashed, the would-be speaker shuffled back and said: "Not today,
some other day. Today you better make the speech," and made off
unsteadily with his very steady burro. Then, as if it were all in the
day's work, like the turning of the earth, the Chief Justice turned to
the people before him and spoke of what was dear to his heart: the
importance of fair laws, of their fair administration. The listeners
were not all wholly sympathetic to all of his decisions, but it was
plain that as they listened, they sensed the greatness of vision that had
impelled the Chief's search for justice.
The Warren era spanned only half a generation, from September
1953 through June 1969, but it will take much longer for perspective
on its epochal decisions. There is disagreement even among scholars
as to the timing or reach of one decision or another. No one can
forget, however, that the problems the Warren court was called upon
to resolve had been crying for solution for generations. Neither
legislatures nor law associations nor other groups had shown the will
to bind up the grievous wounds of injustice throughout the land. To
all of them in their cozy corners, a burdened Chief Justice could have
justly said, as did Henry I V of Navarre to Crillon on the latter's belated
offer of help: "Go hang yourself, brave Crillon. We have fought the
battle at Arques, and you were not there."
Instead, Chief Justice Warren impressed upon the Supreme Court
of his time, and hence upon the country, the nobility summed up in
his eternal question: Is it fair? Because the Court came to grips with
that question there can be no doubt that historians, whatever their
retrospective annotations on details of one case or another, will record
the Warren era as a great day for the country, for the justice of the
ROGER J. TRAYNOR*
United States.
*Chief Justice of California.

TAXING THE NET MARGINS OF
COOPERATIVES
MORTIMER M. CAPLIN*
Presently, Congress is considering extensive revisions of the tax laws.
In this setting. analyses by tax specialists provide a backdrop against
which Congress can analyze more intelligently both the desirability of
reform and the specific programs to be implemented. By examining basic
tax principles, Mr. Caplin demonstrates the inadequacy of the reasons
typically advanced in favor of allowing cooperative corporations to receive
favorable tax treatment. Furthermore, since cooperative corporations
compete with taxable corporations in many areas of business, he maintains
that such treatment not only represents a windfall to the cooperatives, but
also gives them an unfair competitive advantage over normal business
corporations. The author then concludes that no constitutional restrictions
prevent taxing cooperatives and argues that Congress should eliminate this
inequity in the tax laws.

Substantial public support has developed for a major and
thoroughgoing reform of the federal income tax System, and serious
social problems and persistent inflationary pressures have placed
continued stress on the search for additional government revenues. As
a result, Congress has undertaken a broad review of the tax laws in
an effort to eliminate inequities among taxpayers and provide
additional revenue for 1970 and later years. At the time of this writing
the House has passed and sent to the Senate a bill containing extensive
tax reform measures.'
The Nixon Administration also has committed itself to tax reform.
On February 7, 1969, the Secretary of the Treasury stated that one of
the administration's principal goals is to assure that "all Americans
in similar circumstances [are] paying approximately the same amount
of income taxes."2 Subsequently, the Treasury made a variety of
specific proposals, many of which appear in the House bill.3
* B.S., 1937, University of Virginia; LL.B., 1940, University of Virginia; J.S.D., 1953, New
York University; Awarded LL.D., 1964, St. Michael's College. Partner, Caplin & Drysdale,
Washington, D.C. United States Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 1961-64. Member of the
District of Columbia, New York, and Virginia Bars. This article is based on a paper prepared
by Mr. Caplin in connection with his representation of the National Tax Equality Association,
Washington, D.C.; the views expressed, however, are his own. For many years, the author has
been opposed to cooperative corporations engaging in commercial activities without paying the
normal corporate taxes on the profits from those activities, on the ground that such tax exemption
amounts to a form of unfair competition against ordinary, taxpaying business entities.
'The Tax Reform Act of 1969, H.R. 13270, 91st Cong., Ist Sess. (1969).
'Treasury Dep't Press Release No. K-10 (Feb. 7, 1969).
'See Statement of Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Edwin S. Cohen Before the House Ways
and Means Comm., Apr. 22, 1969.
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